


BUILDING REAL UTILITY FOR
THE XRPL COMMUNITY
XRPL Coins is an intuitive Web 3.0 platform allowing users to easily interface with many of 

the native functions available on the XRP Ledger. 

We set out on a mission to develop an all-in-one solution that empowers users to leverage 

the inherent benefits of the XRP Ledger, all while tapping into the community. We’ve built a 

live price tracking platform for issued currencies on the XRPL, followed up with a full suite 

of trading tools utilizing the native DEX functionality, created an innovative Any Swap tool to 

allow users to swap between any two coins on the XRPL, integrated social functions directly 

connected to a user’s wallet address utilizing XUMM, and much more.
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AGGREGATED DATA
Most of our data is retrieved directly from the XRP Ledger utilizing XRPL APIs 

and ledger web sockets to ensure that XRPL Coins has accurate up-to-date 

information. Currently, we are developing our own historical data servers and APIs 

that will allow our platform to provide more efficient data for the community. 

 

VIEW COIN DATA
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https://xrplcoins.com/coins
https://xrplcoins.com/coins


DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
Since 2012, the XRP Ledger has had built-in DEX functionalities which allowed us 

to offer a unique user interface for trading XRPL coins. The trading tool quickly 

finds liquidity and matches buyers with sellers while providing the best rates 

possible. Technical analysis charting will be added once development of the 

historical data APIs is completed. 

 

VIEW DEX
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https://xrplcoins.com/dex
https://xrplcoins.com/dex


ANY SWAP
XRPL Coins offers an innovative Any Swap tool on the XRP Ledger that allows 

users to trade between any two currencies issued on the XRPL in one signed 

transaction. The Any Swap tool utilizes the native pathfinding and auto-bridging 

technology from the XRP Ledger to execute multiple trades at once while offering 

the best conversion rates possible. 

 

VIEW ANY SWAP
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https://xrplcoins.com/swap
https://xrplcoins.com/swap


SOCIAL NETWORK
Social functionalities are now integrated, which is directly connected to a user’s 

wallet address utilizing XUMM sign-requests. Become an influencer or a casual 

user by posting, commenting, tipping, direct messaging, or even live chatting with 

the community. Once XLS-20D is live on mainnet, users will have the ability to 

comment, like, and trade NFTs directly from their profiles.

VIEW SOCIAL NETWORK
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https://xrplcoins.com/social
https://xrplcoins.com/social


NFT MARKETPLACE
The NFT Social Marketplace will utilize the proposed XLS-20D standards that are 

currently in the amendment phase of adoption. Once live on mainnet, users will 

have the ability to create collections, mint NFTs, and start trading directly from 

their social profiles. In addition, NFT listings will have social components such as 

sharing, liking, and commenting. 

 

COMING SOON
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PORTFOLIO TRACKER
Portfolio Tracking is integrated for all users that are logged into their account. 

The wallet address is retrieved from the XUMM sign-in account and analyzed to 

produce the value breakdown represented in the Portfolio Tracker. The historical 

user data APIs will allow for the ability to track profit and loss. 

 

VIEW PORTFOLIO TRACKER
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https://xrplcoins.com/account/portfolio
https://xrplcoins.com/account/portfolio


XRPL RICHLIST
XRPL Coin’s backend utilizes XRPL APIs to automatically scan every coin listed 

on our platform daily and returns the balance, value, and wallet address for each 

and every holder. The Richlist also indicates when the last snapshot of the ledger 

was taken, displays user specific Richlist rankings, and provides direct links to 

XRPSCAN and Bithomp to analyze specific accounts.

VIEW RICHLIST
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https://xrplcoins.com/richlist
https://xrplcoins.com/richlist


SNAPSHOT DOWNLOADER
Leveraging the power of our Richlist system, the Snapshot Downloader compiles 

results into a snapshot and allows users to download the data into a .CSV file 

format. Utilizing XRPL APIs, the snapshot is automatically performed daily for 

every coin listed on our platform. The Snapshot downloads can be used for 

analysis or by projects to issue airdrops, rewards, and more.

VIEW SNAPSHOT DOWNLOADER
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https://xrplcoins.com/snapshot
https://xrplcoins.com/snapshot


COIN BURNER
The Coin Burner tool to helps users prepare transactions to burn a portion or entire 

supply of a specific coin. This is useful when a user holds a small balance of a 

specific coin and wants to burn it from their account to remove the trustline or for 

projects looking to burn coins from the total available supply.

VIEW COIN BURNER
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https://xrplcoins.com/burn
https://xrplcoins.com/burn


ABOUT xCOIN
We have issued xCoin to be the native token used on the platform to gain access 

to premium features on xrplcoins.com. 

xCoin is a deflationary coin in that every transaction burns 0.1% and all purchases 

on platform using xCoin gets sent back to the blackholed issuer account thus 

burning the supply. With a fixed supply of 10,000,000 coins, we have already 

burned more than 70,000+ xCoin from January – July of 2022. 
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FAUCET DROP
The Faucet Drop was developed to offer rewards to supporting users that 

answer a simple math sequence question; available once daily. The rewards get 

automatically sent to the user’s account once the math sequence is successfully 

answered within 3 available attempts and the amount received is based on the 

user’s total holdings of $xCoin.

VIEW FAUCET
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https://xrplcoins.com/faucet
https://xrplcoins.com/faucet


xCOINBACK REWARDS
The xCoinback Rewards program allows users to earn 1% in xCoin per buy order 

+ 0.1% of the users current xCoin holdings. The requirements to qualify for the 

rewards are that you must use the XRPL Coins Any Swap or DEX when placing 

your trade, buy a minimum of 10 xCoin, have a minimum balance of 100 xCoin and 

maximum payout per user is 3 xCoin every 3 hours. 
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XRPL Coins was the first to distribute a coin on the XRP Ledger in a highly secure process including a 5 part questionnaire, 

silent airdrops, holder airdrops, and faucet. Our intention was to maintain the integrity of our currency by preventing bots, airdrop 

farmers, and malicious organizations from getting ahold of xCoin.

AIRDROPS/FAUCET
70%

DEV/MARKETING
20%

GIVEAWAYS
5%

FOUNDERS
5%

10M TOTAL SUPPLY
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Our fully in-house team consists of an eclectic group of creatives and developers who have worked on many projects currently running on the XRP Ledger. From design to development, our team does not rely 

on outsourcing any work to third-parties to build on our platform; unlike most other projects. We have an in-depth understanding of the technology we’re building on and how to develop new innovativations.

BRUCE SILVERA II
FOUNDER // OPERATIONS DIRECTOR 

@txnblock

Opened my first web development and 
marketing agency 10 years ago and still 
going strong. Self-taught entrepreneur 
specializing in development, graphic 
design and marketing. I’m a crypto 

enthusiast that’s motivated to build new 
and innovative tools for the XRP Ledger.

KOHN NGUYEN
CREATIVE DIRECTOR 

@itskohn

Creative from head-to-toe with interests in 
art, collectibles, NFTs and all things Web3 
and beyond. Nearly 15 years of experience 
in creative direction, project management, 

video production, and graphic design. 
A natural born leader, fueled by team 

collaboration and competition.

KERUB QUERUBIN
XRPL DEVELOPER 

@kerubkim

When I’m locked into my work, nothing 
can distract me. After attending a coding 

bootcamp 8 years ago, I found my passion 
where I can apply my logic and problem 
solving skills. My desire to learn and self-

motivation has allowed me to become the 
full-stack developer I am today.

NIKOLAUS “XRP DEV”
XRPL DEVELOPER 

@XRP_DEV1

Started programming as a hobby when 
I was twelve years old, graduated in 

computer science and currently studying 
law. I’ve been working as a full-stack dev 
for over three years and now very active 
making videos for the XRPL community 

and running my own validator.

PAWEL NOWAK
FRONT-END DEVELOPER 

@MentorPK21

I started studying computer science in my 
mid twenties after realizing that working in 
sales was not fullfilling for me. I went back 
to college and graduated with a bachelor 

in computer science and since been active 
in the workforce specializing in front-end 

development for the past 5 years.
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OUR TEAM



TRANSPARENCY IS KEY
We fully believe being transparent is the key to building trust with the community 

and a project that will outlast others. XRPL Coins is on a mission to put up a new 

standard in the market.

WALLET ADDRESSES

xCOIN ISSUER

rXCoYSUnkpygdtfpz3Df8dKQuRZjM9UFi

AIRDROP

rMPsXGpujfLGXaiHcdpvJPT6dfbnkPLWH3

TEAM 

rG1kz2tqwwAEqNhRC9b7bRbtEReZLk1UvX

rqLmWpzbqHFNfALvgBGW8qRUvzMDepgyj

rwvyPkSBRbguwp1MBwcR7oUXRM27fVsjk1

rNGJ8uF3HrqrL3SUur1WfcFcPpFPAvcq2T

rajasiN1qZWrvANBXHquNSzT1roL2ppfCD

FAUCET

rGTurN94Nn3RkJGSqy9MwmQCLpXZkELbnq

GIVEAWAYS

rDv8Na3Am6Y2pvoJhKvgn5E7NF6vi38xGa

MARKETING/DEVELOPMENT

rff9KstNpP3eFWDp81uv3vizh5dreQRVZv
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https://bithomp.com/explorer/rXCoYSUnkpygdtfpz3Df8dKQuRZjM9UFi
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rMPsXGpujfLGXaiHcdpvJPT6dfbnkPLWH3
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rG1kz2tqwwAEqNhRC9b7bRbtEReZLk1UvX
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rqLmWpzbqHFNfALvgBGW8qRUvzMDepgyj
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rwvyPkSBRbguwp1MBwcR7oUXRM27fVsjk1
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rNGJ8uF3HrqrL3SUur1WfcFcPpFPAvcq2T
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https://xrplcoins.com

